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TITLE: COST PLANNING REVIEW FOR CAPITAL WORKS PROJECT
OFFICERS
1. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This Capital Cost Planning Review guideline has been developed to assist WA Country
Health Service (WACHS) capital works staff and stakeholders to understand the
process of capital cost planning and to be able to interpret capital cost plans developed
for the differing stages of individual projects.

2. GUIDELINE
This document seeks to cover two aspects of capital cost planning. These are:
 to outline the differing stages of cost planning and
 to outline the construction of a cost plan.
It is to be noted that on smaller capital works projects there may be fewer stages of the
project when cost plans are completed.
It is recommended that the definitions of Funding and Budget are reviewed prior to
reading this Cost Planning Review guideline.
2.1 Overview of Capital Cost Planning
2.1.1 Stages of Capital Cost Planning
Cost plans are to be prepared as per the stages of a capital works project detailed in
Table 1 and in accordance with the Australasian Health Facility Guidelines Process of
Facility Planning, unless otherwise agreed at the outset of the project. Please refer to
section 4 for definitions.
Table 1
Project Stage
Project Feasibility (Service Plan and / or Business Case)
Project Definition Plan (PDP)
Schematic Design (SD)
Design Development (DD)
Contract Documentation (CD)

Cost Plan (CP)
Stage
CP-A
CP-B
CP-C1
CP-C2
CP-D

The pre-tender estimate cost plan is traditionally prepared at the Contract
Documentation Stage. However it is to be noted that differing forms of project
procurement may change the stage at which the pre-tender estimate capital cost plan
is prepared and developed.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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2.1.2 Formulation of a Capital Cost Plan
The formulation of the capital cost plan relevant to each project stage is described in
the following sections of this document; however the following is pertinent to all stages:
 A Quantity Surveyor who is eligible for membership of the Australian Institute of
Quantity Surveyors and is a member of the Department of Finance Building
Management and Works (BMW) Cost Management Service Panel are to
prepare all Capital Cost Plans
 Capital cost plans are to be prepared in accordance with the Western Australian
Government (DHW) Project Cost Planning Guidelines for Consultants (July
2004)
 All capital cost plans are to include a cash flow based on the relevant
programme and in accordance with the Standard Cash flow Format
 All costs included in Capital Cost Plans and Cost Analyses making up the
Project Estimated Total Commitment (ETC) are to exclude GST.
2.1.3 Capital Cost Plans Pro Forma
Capital cost plans are to be developed and produced in standard formats, in
accordance with the pro-formas (which make up sections of the varying cost plans) set
out in Appendix A.
Table 2 below shows the pro-formas are indicative of the Western Australian
Government (DHW) Project Cost Planning Guidelines for Consultants (July 2004)
(Appendix B):
Table 2
Cost Plan Format

Pro-Forma (PF)

Business Case Capital Cost Plan (Buildings)
Summary of Cost (Single Building)
Summary of Cost (Two or More Buildings)
Elemental Summary
Trade Summary
Business Case (BC) / PDP Cost Plan Summary ***
Standard Form of Cashflow

PF-1
PF-2
PF-3
PF-4
PF-5
PF-6

*** This may be used for smaller scale projects

2.2 Standard Cost Planning by Stages
2.1.4

Cost Plan for Project Feasibility Stage (Services Plan and / or Business
Case) (CP - A)

The Project Feasibility Cost Plan is the basis for all future cost plans.
The Total Estimated Cost is comprised of the Net Project Cost, Gross Project Cost and
Escalation.

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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i. Net Project Cost (‘Above the Line’)
Net project costs are known colloquially within WACHS as ‘Above the Line’.
The Net Project Cost is comprised of the following elements: building works, external
works and external services.
Building Works
The building works cost at this stage is developed as square metre rates based on
areas derived from individual departments Schedules of Accommodation (SOA). A
combined percentage factor is applied to the sum total of the SOA. This is made up of
two percentage figures; one for Travel and one for Engineering. Travel is both
horizontal and vertical that connects the individual departments to each other, for
example, main corridors per floor, stairs and foyer spaces.
Engineering is the allowance for plant rooms and vertical ducts (also known as risers).
The percentage of travel and engineering is to be based on a combined minimum of
30% of area for a single level building, increasing up to 40% of area dependent on the
number of storeys.
The square metre rates also include:
 the costs associated with the purchase and installation of group one equipment
(procured and installed by the building contractor, such as sterilisers, operating
theatre lights and pendants, communications rooms, backbone and network
cabling, building management systems, security systems and the like)
 the costs associated with the installation of group two equipment (either
procured new by the client and handed over to the building contractor to install
or a piece of equipment, available for transfer, handed over to the builder to
install, such as medical imaging equipment, a suite of items such as cardiac
monitoring systems, dishwashers and the like)
 the decommissioning and transfer of any group two equipment, as nominated
above, by the building contractor.
If Concept Master Development Plan drawings are available, they are to be used as a
secondary tool to inform cost planning at this stage. However it is expected that the
drawings are to reflect the combined SOA and Travel and Engineering allocation.
External Works
For the External Works components, the cost planner is to provide allowances for
external works site specifics such as:
 demolition
 hazardous materials removal and decontamination
 site preparation
 roads
 paving
 walls including retaining walls
 landscaping and
 site remediation.

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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External Services
For External Services, the cost planner is to provide allowances for site specifics such
as:
 stormwater
 sewer drainage
 water supply
 gas
 fire protection
 light
 power
 communications supply.
Additionally, external services amplifications which may be required by the relevant
authorities are to be provided by the cost planner.
ii. Gross Project Cost (‘Below the Line’)
Gross project costs are known colloquially within WACHS as ‘Below the Line’.
Once the Net Project Cost is developed, costs that add to the Net Project Cost to make
up the Gross Project Cost are to be identified.
These are developed by two methods, either as:
 a percentage allowance of the Net Project Cost or
 as an identified amount.
The categories and the methods to establish the overall Gross Project Cost are as
follows:
Location allowance or Locality Index
An allowance provided by the Cost Planner. It is recommended that the locality
adjustment is separately listed and not applied through the square metre rates, so
that it can easily be tracked and monitored throughout the project.
Design Contingency
A minimum of 5% of the Net Project Cost.
Construction Contingency
A minimum of 5% of the Net Project Cost for a new build and 7.5% for a refurbishment
project.
Building Act Compliance and BCITF (Building and Construction Industry Training
Fund) Levy
Comprised of two figures:
 BAC – 0.5% to 0.7%
 BCITF Levy – 0.2%
Although identified here, it is expected that these allowances are included ‘above the
line’ therefore it is not unacceptable to seek confirmation of this calculation from the
cost planner.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Land costs (if applicable)
Covers applicable fees as well as land purchase price and associated legal costs.
Aboriginal and Heritage Issues Associated Capital Costs
These are to be addressed on a case by case basis for project relevance.
Headworks and Statutory Charges (to be advised by the Cost Planner)
These include Authority charges which are costs incurred from authorities such as
energy, gas, telephone and other service providers and the like, which would not form
a part of normal building costs.
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) issues
Relates to works that specifically respond to a 4-6 green star certified facility, such as
grey / black water recycling, co-generation, etc. These costs are based on the agreed
scope for the ESD components of the individual project. If a project is not green star
certified but is green star rated then the cost planner is to allocate the appropriate cost
allowances through the square metre rates allowances within the building works
section of the cost plan.
Public art
Ideally to reflect government policy, a percentage based allowance based on total
construction cost.
Loose Furniture, Fittings and Equipment (FF&E)
This is a percentage allowance factored in at this stage of the project for the
procurement of new FF&E. A 15% allowance of the Net Project Cost, based on Perth
prices, assumes that the project is to have 100% new FF&E. A sliding percentage
scale is applied for instances where there is FF&E available for transfer. In the
unexpected situation of an individual item (or a suite of items such as cardiac
monitoring systems) costing more than $200,000, it is to have a separately identified
cost allowance so as not to impact on the available FF&E allowance.
Costs for FF&E are to also include an allowance for currency fluctuations on overseas
sourced equipment, handling, double handling, storage at incoming major centres (if
necessary) and all transportation costs, to deliver the equipment to its final location.
Loose FF&E is categorised as Group 3 equipment.
It is to be noted that the cost for FF&E does include the allowance for freight. If a
remote region experiences higher cost then it needs to be taken into account as part of
this line item of the cost plan.
Major Medical Equipment
An allowance made for large pieces of equipment or a suite of items, such as cardiac
monitoring systems, known to cost more than $200,000. For this reason these items
are identified separately to FF&E, as these can have a significant impact on the overall
FF&E allowance. Major Medical Equipment that is funded from an operational
expenditure equipment replacement programme is not included in capital cost
planning. If there is Major Medical Equipment to be transferred into the new building
and there is not a clear understanding of how the equipment is to be integrated into the
new building fabric and/or engineering services an allowance may be made as a
contingent item.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Communications / Information Technology
This is an allowance made in the cost plan for the communications platforms and
applications required for all WACHS health services and for those that are particular to
the health services that are delivered from the facility being developed. However these
requirements are underpinned by operational need, distinct from capital allocation, so
this allocation is to be assessed on an as needs basis in conjunction with the
government agency responsible for developing these platforms. What is needed to be
included here is the cost of the resources to manage the transfer and /or establishment
of these platforms and applications into the project at the time of commissioning. It is to
be noted that whether this occurs at building commissioning phase or operational
commissioning phase is dependent on the form of procurement that the project is being
delivered in accordance with.
There will be instances where asset installations that support the above are required. It
is anticipated that this is to be restricted to systems such as Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN) and items such as switches and routers. Costs need to be allowed
for these installations and the resources to facilitate them. It is to be noted that whether
this occurs at building commissioning phase or operational commissioning phase is
dependent on the form of procurement that the project is being delivered in accordance
with.
The cost of the building infrastructure required to support the platforms (known as
passive infrastructure) is allocated by the cost planner through the square metre rates
allowances within the building works section of the cost plan. Passive infrastructure
includes communications rooms, backbone and network cabling, building management
systems, security systems and the like that have to be installed by the building works
contractor. The allowance for Communications Rooms sizes are to be developed as
part of the SOA (refer Net Project Cost Building Works section of this document).
Staging costs
Additional costs incurred if the project is to be built and progressed in stages.
Temporary accommodation
This is an allowance if it is required to maintain operational procedures.
Fees: WACHS Professional Fees
Costs incurred, by WACHS, to deliver a Service Plan and Business Case or any other
work incurred prior to commencement of the Project Definition Plan phase. Costs
associated with consultant travel are to be included within this allowance.
Fees: Professional Fees
Costs allocated for Building, Management and Works or Strategic Projects consultants
(architects, engineers etc.) required for the relevant phases of the project. Costs
associated with consultant travel are to be included within this allowance. The
allowance here is to be a minimum of 12% of the Net Project Cost, based on Perth
prices, and the allocation must be sufficient to ensure that the amount includes the
cover required for disbursements.

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Fees: Project Management
Costs allowed to cover Building, Management and Works or Strategic Projects roles on
the project. These are costs incurred from the Project Definition Planning phase
onwards typically known as Project Delivery. The percentage allowance is based on
government policy and applied to the Net Project Cost, plus design and construction
contingencies, headworks, public art and professional fees for architects, engineers
and the like.
Priority Start Apprenticeship Scheme
Generally 0.14% applied to projects with labour components between $300,000 and
$6,000,000 (construction costs between $909,090.90 and $18,181,818.18 based on
33% labour content). The value is dependent on the length of the construction period
and the number of apprentices required, which is itself dependent on the construction
cost.
Fees: WACHS Project Director's and WA Country Health Service costs
An allowance of up to 2% of Gross Project Cost (depending on the scale and scope of
the project) based on Perth prices.
Agency Administration and disbursement costs
Costs required to cover the Project Officer/s allocated to the project for the duration of
the project and additional resources required for Change Management (including
training and education), Commissioning Planning (both Building and Operational),
FF&E planning and procurement and Operational Commissioning. It may also cover
resources required to undertake small tasks such as attaching plastic brackets to walls
(it is to be noted that these can only be tasks that are not to interfere with the defects
rectification process). It is also the allowance to cover resource material,
accommodation and travel associated with the project for the officers.
Operational Commissioning and relocation and disbursement costs
Relates to costs associated with operational commissioning (after the builder has
handed the project over) of the new facility and the actual moving in of FF&E, staff and
patients. Examples of the costs incurred for operational commissioning and relocation
are clinical cleaning of operating theatres, records management, staff training and
orientation, community opening day, removalists, waste management and the like.
Other agency costs
For projects delivered by Strategic Projects to cover the involvement of Health
Infrastructure.
Other Specific Project costs
These are items that are not specific to all projects. Therefore they are not listed
elsewhere in this document. They are costs related to issues such as licensing
applications, application for a new hospital/other health facility, environmental approval,
heritage approval and the like and associated legal costs.
De-commissioning redundant facilities
Costs incurred from going back and shutting down an existing facility to make it safe
until the time of disposal or demolition. If there is any biomedical equipment to be
transferred to facilities other than the new one under redevelopment costs associated
with this activity are to also be allowed.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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2.2 Allowances for escalation of cost to the completion of the project
Escalation is to be included if the intended programme of works is fully known. If the
intended programme of works is not fully known, it is to be made clear at which point in
time the Cost Plan is base dated and that future escalation of costs are to be
applicable to the project.
It is vital that all cost plans, as previously identified, are priced at Perth base costs and
that any project specific percentages or allowances are all to be added on, as
separately identifiable percentages or costs over and above the Perth base costs.
2.2.3 Deliverables
Standard Cost Plan Formats:
 PF-1 or PF-6
 Standard Form of Cash flow.
2.3 Cost Plan for Project Definition Plan (PDP) Stage (CP-B)
The Project Definition Cost Plan is comprised of functional area cost estimates based
on the Schedules of Accommodation (SOA) which are, as a minimum, aligned with
Australasian Health Facility Guidelines.
If Concept Development Master Plan drawings are available they are to be used as a
secondary tool to inform cost planning at this stage. However it is expected that the
drawings are to reflect the combined SOA and Travel and Engineering allocation.
Refer to CP-A – Project Feasibility Cost Plan for cost categories and methods. All Net
and Gross Project Costs for this stage are to be reviewed and revised including the
following additions, omissions or amendments:
 Budget reconciliation - where a variance occurs between the cost plan for Stage
A and the cost plan for Stage B, reconciliation statement is to be produced that
identifies the contributing factors.
2.3.1 Deliverables
Standard Cost Plan Formats:
 PF-1 or PF-6
 Standard Form of Cashflow
 Reconciliation Statement (if required).

2.4 Cost Plan for Schematic Design Stage (CP-C1)
The Schematic Design Cost Plan is comprised of elemental estimates based on
approximate quantities measured from the schematic design drawings. Costing is no
longer based on square metre rates as per the previous stages. It is anticipated that
the method of measurement for elemental and trade quantities are to generally be in
accordance with the Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors methods of
measurement.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Refer to CP-A – Project Feasibility Cost Plan and, CP-B – Project Definition Cost Plan
cost categories and methods. All Net and Gross Project Costs for this stage are to be
reviewed and revised including the following additions, omissions or amendments:
 Detailed costs for Building Works
 Detailed costs for External Works
 Detailed costs for External Services
 Adjustment / allowance for market conditions and the procurement method
 Loose Furniture, Fittings and Equipment (FF&E) - Detailed costs for FF&E and
special equipment based on preliminary equipment schedules, including details
of transferred items and equipment is ideally developed at this stage
 Cash flow based on preliminary programme - estimates are to isolate separate
components of the project, if applicable.
Where a variance occurs between cost plans CP – B Project Definition Cost Plan and
CP-C1 Schematic Design Development Cost Plan, a reconciliation is to be produced
that identifies the contributing factors.
2.3.1 Deliverables
Standard Cost Plan Formats:
 PF-1
 PF-2
 PF-3 (where two or more buildings)
 PF-4
 Standard Form of Cash flow;
 Reconciliation Statement (if required).
2.5 Cost Plan for Design Development Stage (CP-C2)
The Design Development Cost Plan is comprised of elemental estimate based on
appropriate quantities measured from the design development drawings.
Inclusions are to be similar to the CP-C1 Schematic Design Cost Plan cost categories
and methods. All Net and Gross Project Costs for this stage are to be reviewed and
revised including the following additions, omissions or amendments:
 Loose Furniture, Fittings and Equipment (FF&E) – if not addressed in the
previous stage then this costing must be addressed at this stage and no later.
Refer previous section for detailed description.
Where a variance occurs between cost plans CP-C1 Schematic Design Cost Plan and
CP-C2 Design Development Cost Plan, a reconciliation statement is to be produced
that identifies the contributing factors.
2.5.1 Deliverables
Standard Cost Plan Formats:
 PF-1
 PF-2
 PF-3 (where two or more buildings)
 PF-4
 PF-5
 Standard Form of Cash flow
 Reconciliation Statement (if required).
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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2.6 Cost Plan for Contract Documentation Stage (CP-D)
The Contract Documentation Cost Plan (also known as a Pre-Tender Estimate) is
comprised of trade based estimates constructed on detailed quantities measured from
the contract documents (drawings and specifications). This cost plan is to be
completed prior to tendering. The format of the cost plan and the 'Returnable Tender
Schedules' are to be compatible to facilitate an effective tender analysis.
Inclusions are to be similar to the CP-C2 Design Development Cost Plan cost
categories and methods. All Net and Gross Project Costs for this stage are to be
reviewed and revised including the following additions, omissions or amendments:
 Design Contingency – this cost plan is not to include any allowances for
Design Contingency.
 Elemental analyses – allows for comparison with the previous agreed cost plan
therefore is to be prepared in addition to trade summaries.
Where a variance occurs between cost plans CP-C2 Design Development and CP-D
Contract Document Cost Plan a reconciliation statement is to be produced that
identifies the contributing factors.
Where CP-D Contract Documentation Cost Plan indicates an estimated end cost in
excess of the approved budget, a reconciliation statement is to be produced identifying
the contributory factors and identifying any potential cost savings.
An updated cost plan incorporating any addenda, issued to tenderers, is to be
prepared and reconciled with the agreed budget, prior to the closing date for tenders.
2.1.5 Deliverables
Standard Cost Plan Formats:
 PF-1
 PF-2
 PF-3 (where two or more buildings)
 PF-4
 PF-5
 Standard Form of Cash flow
 Reconciliation Statement.
2.7 Standard Cost Plan Format
Each cost plan, irrespective of the stage, is to include the following:
 Introduction - a concise note on the status of the project.
 Scope of Project - a concise description of the project including location,
building type, number of storeys, major departments, bed numbers, theatre
numbers, etc.
 Basis of Cost Plan - an outline of the level of cost plan, design stage, method
of preparation, methodology of pricing, etc.
 Specific Inclusions - a schedule of items and allowances particularly included
in the cost plan, examples of which include:
o contractor’s design fees
o ESD (Environmentally Sustainable Development) allowances
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Specific Exclusions - a schedule of items and allowances particularly
excluded from the cost plan, examples of which include:
o Land costs
o Legal and finance costs
Drawings and Information Used - a schedule of all drawings (with amendment
numbers or issue references), specifications and the like, used in the
preparation of the cost plan.
Area Measurement – includes:
o A schedule of gross floor areas (GFA) on a departmental basis
o A schedule of travel and engineering areas
o A schedule of unenclosed covered areas (UCA)
o A summary of all building areas
Tendering and Market Assumptions - an outline of the proposed procurement
method, anticipated market conditions and any other factors likely to affect the
pricing of the project.
Building Cost Index - confirmation of the base date of the cost plan and the
designated method for calculating escalation, including date and/or identifying
the Building Cost Index bulletin number used (where available).
Locality Index - confirmation of the Locality Index used.
Budget Reconciliation - full reconciliation of cost plan against budget.
Cost Plan Summaries - all to be completed.
Cost Plan Measurement - detailed measurements and unit rate pricing.

While the set out of the “Standard Cost Plan Format” and the typical cover and
contents pages attached in Appendix A represent a comprehensive cost plan format,
this level of detail is not mandated in the Western Australian (DHW) Project Cost
Planning Guidelines for Consultants (July 2004). It is recommended that at the
commencement of a project the extent of the cost plan format be agreed with the
Project Manager.

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Appendix A: STANDARD COST PLAN FORMAT

WA COUNTRY HEALTH SERVICE
(WACHS)
COST PLAN [Ref]
at
[Ref] STAGE

[Date]

Consultants

Project Director

:

Project Manager

:

Architect

:

Structural & Civil Engineer

:

Services Engineers

:

Landscape Architect

:

Quantity Surveyor

:

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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CONTENTS
1.

Introduction

2.

Scope of Project

3.

Basis of Cost Plan

4.

Specific Inclusions

5.

Specific Exclusions

6.

Drawings and Information Used

7.

Area Measurement

8.

Tendering and Market Assumptions

9.

Building Price Index

10. Locality Index
11. Budget Reconciliation
12. Cost Plan Summaries
13. Cost Plan Measurement

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Standard Cost Plan Pro-Forma
Appendix B –

STANDARD COST PLAN
PRO-FORMAS

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Pro Forma 1: Business Case Capital Cost Plan (Buildings)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF1 cont.

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF1 – Summary of Cost (Single Building)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF3 Summary of Cost (Two or More Buildings)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 4 Elemental Summary

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 5 Trade Summary

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 6 Business Case / Project Definition Plan Summary

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 6 (Cont.)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 6 (Cont.)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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PF 7 Standard Form of Cash Flow

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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3. DEFINITIONS
Australasian Health Facility Guidelines (AusHFG)
The AusHFG enables planners and designers of health facilities throughout Australasia
to use a common set of guidelines for the base elements of health facilities.
The use of the AusHFG offers the following benefits:
 Australasian best-practice approach to health facility planning
 Access to standard spatial components
 A highly flexible tool responsive to dynamic changes in health care.
Budget
The budget of a capital works project is defined during the development of a Business
Case (Project Feasibility) and is confirmed upon approval of the Business Case. It is a
financial plan and a list of all planned expenses and revenues. A budget should not
change throughout the course of a project unless a formal variation to the budget is
approved by the Department of Treasury.
Concept Brief
The Concept Brief outlines the vision for the new health services translated into facility
planning language. As a minimum it includes the vision for the project, general
planning principles, site zoning and facility planning scope including Summary
Schedules of Accommodation (square metres for each department only) making up the
scope of the project.
The Concept Brief is a response to the relevant Services Plan and it is developed to
inform production of the Concept Master Development Plan.
The Concept Brief is a key component of a Business Case (Project Feasibility).
Concept Development Master Plan
The Concept Master Development Plan is the development of site zoning and the
building/s footprint. It tests that the building/s can fit on the site and importantly that the
buildings can fit having achieved the departmental functional relationships required for
health services delivery.
The Concept Master Development Plan is a response to the Concept Brief and it is
developed to inform the Project Definition Plan Design phase of a project.
The Concept Master Development Plan is a key component of a Business Case
(Project Feasibility).
Design Development (DD)
Design Development is divided into the following three distinct phases.
1. Room Data Sheets Development – This is when the content of each room is
established, all Furniture, Fittings and Equipment (FF&E) requirements are
captured and any special design requirements are defined. Depending on the
form of procurement determined for the project the Room Data Sheets may be
developed at an earlier stage of the project.
This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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2. Departmental Design Development – This is when the functionality of each
department’s rooms are tested and adjusted to accommodate all Furniture,
Fittings and Equipment.
3. Facility Wide Review Design Development – Facility Wide Review is the phase
when Facility Wide issues are addressed and reviewed with the client such as
the emergency call and security systems.
Escalation
Provision for an increase in cost due to continuing prices level change over time.
Fully Enclosed Covered Area (FECA)
The sum of all such areas at all building floor levels, including basements (except
unexcavated portions), floored roof spaces, garages, enclosed verandas, enclosed
covered ways, plant rooms, communications rooms, lift shafts, vertical ducts,
staircases and any other fully enclosed spaces and usable areas of the building.
It is computed by measuring from the normal inside face of exterior walls but ignoring
any projections such as plinths, columns, piers and the like which project from the
normal inside face of exterior walls.
FECA is not to include open courts, open light wells, connecting or isolated covered
ways and net open areas of upper portions of rooms, lobbies, interstitial spaces and
the like which extend through the storey being computed.
Unit of Measurement: Square Metres (m²).
Functional Brief
The Functional Brief provides the description of the service, overarching design
requirements and operational policies. It also provides the description of department
functional relationships, specific design requirements, SOA and operational policies for
each department to be drawn.
The Functional Brief is an integral part of the Project Definition Plan. It is a response to
the Concept Brief and informs the Schematic Design and Design Development phases
of a project.
Funding
In the capital works sector, funding is the act of providing the finance for the project.
The source of funding can be varied. In the event that a capital works project has more
than one source of funding, separate cash flows may be required. This is to be
established at the time of developing the Business Case.
Gross Floor Area (GFA)
The sum of the Fully Enclosed Covered Area (FECA) and the Unenclosed Covered
Area (UCA), as defined.
Unit of Measurement is in Square Metres (m²).

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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Project Definition Plan (PDP)
The Project Definition Plan refines the scope, cost, programme and risk information of
the endorsed project option within the parameters defined in previously approved
Business Case. The Project Definition Plan addresses unresolved project delivery risks
and concerns raised at the time the Business Case was considered. In addition, new
emerging risks and changes are also addressed.
The Project Definition Plan responds to the Concept Brief and Concept Master
Development Plan. It is developed to inform all remaining phases of the project.
Schedule of Accommodation (SOA)
A Schedule of Accommodation is developed for each department that forms part of a
building. It is made up of the name and number of all room types that form part of the
department and the square metres (m²) of each room type. Circulation is added to the
total number of rooms to allow for the corridors that connect the rooms within the
department.
The Australasian Health Facility Guidelines provide a guideline for how to construct a
departmental SOA and the method for applying circulation. The size of each room is
determined to reflect measurements from centre line to centre line of wall thickness
when drawn.
Schematic Design (SD)
Schematic Design is the phase of the project when the floor plan for each department
is developed. It involves the placement of rooms and spaces within each department to
reflect the external and internal functional relationships as outlined in the Functional
Brief. It brings together all the departments into one building. The relationship of the
building to the overall site and external elements to the building are also developed
upon from the Concept Master Development Plan phase.
Unenclosed Covered Area (UCA)
The sum of all such areas at all building floor levels, including roofed balconies, open
verandas, and porticos, attached open covered ways alongside buildings, under crofts
and usable space under buildings, unenclosed access galleries (including ground floor)
and any other trafficable covered areas of the building which are not totally enclosed by
full height walls, computed by measuring the areas between the enclosing walls or
balustrade (i.e. from the inside face of the UCA excluding the wall or balustrade
thickness). When the covering element (i.e. roof or upper floor) is supported by
columns, is cantilevered or is suspended, or any combination of these, the
measurements are to be taken to the edge of the paving or to the edge of the cover,
whichever is the lesser.
UCA is not to include eaves overhangs, sun shading, awnings and the like where these
do not relate to clearly defined trafficable covered areas, nor is it to include connecting
or isolated covered ways.
Unit of Measurement: Square Metres (m²)

This information is available in alternative formats upon request
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4. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1 Chief Executive Officer
The CEO is responsible for the overall strategic direction of the WACHS Infrastructure
Program and reports directly to the Major Health Infrastructure Steering Committee on
all WACHS projects. Chairs WACHS Infrastructure Steering Group
3.2 Area Director Infrastructure
The Area Director is to ensure standardisation and governance of the WACHS
Infrastructure Program and represents CEO in governance meetings in liaison with
Government’s delivery agencies. Is responsible for day to day management and
strategic direction of WACHS Capital Works and Infrastructure Program. Chairs
WACHS Capital Project Control Group
3.3 Senior Manager
The Senior Manager provides direction on regional service planning. They are
responsible for capital program in their region and ensures capital projects proceed as
directed by DG / CEO / COO. They also provide instruction / direction to Project
Director and monitors performance. Escalates appropriate issues for resolution to AD
Infrastructure.
3.4 All Staff
All staff are required to work within policies and guidelines to make sure that WACHS is
a safe, equitable and positive place to be.

1. EVALUATION
Monitoring of compliance with this document is to be carried out by Senior Project
Manager, Infrastructure WACHS, every 2 years using the following means:
 Feedback from WACHS Capital Works Project Officers Network meetings.
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